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hase Law has been farming and 
 ranching with his dad for the past 
seven years in northern Wyoming. 

Since he returned to the ranch, they have ex-
panded the operation by adding about 160 
acres of hay ground and 250 head of cows 
with an accompanying array of BLM and U.S. 
Forest Service permits.  

 Chase has been thinking a lot lately about 
their increasing exposure to risk. In particu-
lar, potential downturns in the cattle market, 
extreme weather events like blizzards and 
droughts, and the mounting challenges of re-
lying on multi-use public lands for a majority 
of their grazing resources have kept him up 
late at night researching information on the 
internet. 

 Recently, Chase came across the  RightRisk 
Education Team materials available at Right-
Risk.org. He was impressed with the wide ar-
ray of tools available to help agricultural pro-
ducers like him understand and explore ways 
to effectively manage risk. He saw a number 
of intriguing items on their home page to ex-
plore including a series of online courses. 

Understanding Risk in Agriculture
The first course he chose to explore was one 
called Understanding Risk in Agriculture. It 
walked him through an explanation of what 
risk is and how to recognize and manage it. 
He learned that there are five main sources 
of risk in agriculture: marketing and price risk, 
production risk, financial risk, institutional 
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risk, and human risk. The course materials  included an 
e-book, a recorded webinar, and a narrated self-study 
course that walked him through the materials in a very 
organized fashion. 
 After going through the Understanding Risk 
in  Agriculture course materials on his own, Chase 
thought it was important to share this information 
with his dad and that they spend some time complet-
ing the suggested exercise for identifying and prioritiz-
ing the most important risks in their operation togeth-
er in order to help focus their management efforts. 
 To Chase’s surprise, this turned out to be a very 
positive experience. The exercise involved identifying 
key risks and entering them into the Risk Influence Cal-
culator along with their assessment of probability, im-
pact, and the influence they had on addressing each 
of them. 
 He was surprised to learn how much he and his dad 
agreed on the risks facing their operation and on the 
importance each of them assigned to those threats. 
Chase was further surprised to learn how much his 
dad was interested in sharing his experiences of deal-
ing with these risks over the years with Chase. 
 In particular, Chase had no idea how much 

 institutional risk, like dealing with government rules 
on land use issues and predator control, had evolved 
and changed over the last thirty years. 
 Chase and his dad decided that they needed 
to work together to make sure they both stayed in-
formed about the institutional issues that could affect 
the viability of their operation now and in the future. 
They committed to having one breakfast meeting per 
week for the primary purpose of sharing and discuss-
ing current issues that could affect them.

Risk Concepts Cover Forms of Business
Going through the Understanding Risk in Agriculture 
course, gave Chase the confidence he needed to ex-
plore more of what the RightRisk Education Team had 
to offer on their website. One of the resources he re-
ally liked was called Risk Concepts. It provided a series 
of articles on different forms of business entities and 
why someone might want to use them. 
 According to what he read, he and his dad were 
currently operating as a general partnership even 
though they did not have any formal written agree-
ment. He was intrigued to learn about all of the op-
tions that are available and could see how they could 
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use some of them to better structure their business. 
He made a note to himself to share this information 
with his dad at one of their first breakfast meetings.

Risk Management Tools
Another resource on the RightRisk website Chase 
 really liked was the Risk Management Tools page. To-
gether with his dad, Chase identified market risk and 
weather related production risks as high priority areas 
to address in their operation. On the RightRisk Analyt-
ics Risk Management Tools page, Chase found several 
tools that would help them analyze and address these 
risks. 

Risk Scenario Planning
The Risk Scenario Planning (RSP) tool provided several 
partial budgeting examples analyzing potential chang-
es to an agricultural operation complete with an anal-
ysis of uncertainty. One of the examples pertained to 
managing cattle market risk with an insurance prod-
uct offer by the USDA Risk Management Agency called 
Livestock Risk Protection (LRP) insurance.  
 Chase had not heard of LRP insurance but he found 
several resources on the RightRisk website that helped 
him understand it better. The RSP tool was set up so 
he could see how the use of LRP might help control 
the range of potential revenue he might receive from 
a group of calves marketed three or more months into 
the future. 

 A second example provided with the RSP tool 
 analyzed the potential addition of a bred heifer en-
terprise to a cow-calf operation. Chase could see how 
he might use this example to analyze a number of po-
tential enterprise additions to their operation while 
including uncertainties in the analysis.

Multi-Temporal Risk Analyzer
Another tool that Chase really liked on the RightRisk 
tools page was the Multi-Temporal Risk Analyzer 
(MTRA) tool. This tool extended the concepts used in 
the RSP tool to analyze potential changes into a plan-
ning period that could last up 20 years. 
 Chase thought this was important because, many 
times in ranching, investments are required that have 
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payback periods that last several years. He was talk-
ing with his dad recently about potential  pasture im-
provements on some of their privately owned range-
land that would improve carrying capacity and make 
them less reliant on public land grazing permits. 
 These potential improvements would  benefit 
from being analyzed with a tool like the MTRA. 
Weather and market uncertainty could have a large 
impact on the flow of benefits they might receive 
from making the improvements. It was important 
that they understand the range of benefits they could 
receive as well as the expected average benefit over 
time because, now that there were two households 
depending on the operation, cash flow has taken on 
added importance.

Other Risk Analytics Tools
Other tools available on the RightRisk tools page that 
looked intriguing included an Enterprise Risk Analyzer 
(ERA) tool, a Forage Risk Analyzer (FRA) tool, and a 
Risk Navigator Toolbox with a library of more than 20 
tools to explore. 
 Chase could see he would be using the  RightRisk 
website a lot as he and his dad worked  together to 
make their farming and ranching operation successful.

Resources
RightRisk | RightRisk.org
RightRisk Risk Analytics | RightRisk.org/Analytics
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